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A base change for the Saito-Kurokawa representations of PGSp(4) is analysed. 
The Saito-Kurokawa representations are those occurring in the image of the 
Saito-Kurokawa correspondence with PGL(2). and the analysis is based on this 
correspondence. Examples of representations of PGSp(4) occurring in the space of 
Eisenstein series which become cuspidal under base change are constructed. Such a 
phenomenon was not expected to occur. ‘1’ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article we will construct examples of representations of PGSp(4) 
occurrring in the space of Eisenstein series which become cuspidal under 
base change. This phenomenon was not predicted by the Langlands 
philosophy. There are well-known examples where cuspidal representations 
base change to representations occurring in the space of Eisenstein series. 
The standard explanation of this in the framework of the Langlands 
philosophy is that under base change the image of the Galois group 
becomes smaller and can now lie in a proper parabolic subgroup of the 
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Langlands dual group [Z]. We are not going to discuss in this article how 
to put the phenomenon we discovered in the framework of the Langlands 
philosophy. However, for a discussion of related questions from the point 
of view of Langlands’ philosophy we refer the reader to Arthur’s article 
Cll. 
We will define and analyse a base change for certain representations of 
PGSp(4) over local and global fields of characteristic 0. The representations 
of interest will be the Saito-Kurokawa representations. These represen- 
tations, or their classical analogues, have been studied in many places [ 11, 
12, 161. We will take the following definition of these representations. If k 
is a local or global field and $ is a nontrivial additive character of k or 
k\A,, then we have the Waldspurger correspondence Wd( ., $) between 
representations of PGL(2) and representations of z(2) [ 13, 15 J as well as 
the theta correspondence 0( ., II/) between representations of SE) and 
PGSp(4) [ 11, 121. The composition of these two correspondences, which is 
independent of $, is the Saito-Kurokawa correspondence, which we will 
denote by SK. If k is a local field, then for any irreducible admissible 
representation rt of PGL(2, k), SK(n) will contain one or two irreducible 
admissible representations of PGSp(4, k). For a global field, for each 
automorphic irreducible representation 7~ of PGL(2, Ak) we obtain a packet 
SK(n) of irreducible automorphic representations of PGSp(4, A,). The 
representations occurring in these packets are the Saito-Kurokawa 
representations. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the analysis of this 
correspondence. In the global case, we compute the number of cuspidal 
representations in each packet SK(n) in terms of certain data from II, 
including the behavior of L(rr, s) and s(n, s) at the center of the critical 
strip. 
The last section is devoted to the base change. We define this base 
change on the level of the packets SK(n). As these packets are 
parameterised by representations 7c of PGL(2), where base change is well 
understood [4, lo], we define a base change for the packets by simply base 
changing the parameter. More concisely, if K/k is a cyclic extension of 
prime degree then we set BC,,(SK( n)) = SK(BC,,(n)). In the global case 
we then study the behavior of the number of cuspidal representations in a 
packet relative to this base change. If (K:k) is an odd prime, then we find 
that the number of cuspidal representations in a packet can only remain 
constant or increase, and in certain instances this number can jump from 0 
to a positive number. If (K:k) = 2 then the situation is more complicated 
and the number of cuspidal representations in a packet can now decrease 
or remain constant or increase. There are again instances where the 
number of cuspidal representations in a packet jumps from being 0 to 
being positive. 
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Notations and Conventions 
(i) Let F be a local field. If G’ is any reductive group defined over F we 
let A(G’/F) denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible 
representations of the Hecke algebra of G’(F). 
If F is a global field and G’ is a reductive group defined over F, then we 
set A(G’/F) to be the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible automorphic 
representations of G’(A,), where A, is the adele ring of F. We let 
A,(G’/F) c A(G’/F) denote the subset of isomorphism classes which 
contain cuspidal representations. 
(ii) Let H denote the group SL(2). If F is a local field, we let H%) 
denote the metaplectic twofold cover of SL(2, F). We let A(fi/F) be the set 
of isomorphism classes of irreducible genuine admissible representations of 
the Hecke algebra of A(F). 
If F is a global field of characteristic 0 and A = A,, the adele ring of F, 
we let H<) denote the metaplectic twofold cover of SL(2, A). We set 
A(fl/F) equal to the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible genuine 
automorphic representations of j?(A). Let A,(fi/F) denote the subset of 
cuspidal representations. Since Hz) is a central quotient of the restricted 
direct product 0,. H(F,.), where o runs over the places of F, every 
irreducible genuine admissible representation 6 of H(A,) determines a 
representation of @ A(F,.) which then decomposes as a restricted direct 
product of genuine irreducible admissible local representations 8’,, of each 
H5L,). Thus for 6 E A(fi/F) with F global we may write 6 = @ 6,. with 
each Co E A(B/F,,). 
(iii) We will use the results on base change for GL(2) found in [4] or 
[lo] and those on base change for Sz) found in [3]. In particular, if F is 
either a local or global field as above, E/F a solvable extension, and G’ 
either GL(2) or Sz), then for TTEA(G’/F) we let zEjF= Bc-,.(rc)~ 
A(G’/E) denote the base change lift of TC. 
(iv) If F is a local (resp. global) field and tj is an additive character of F 
(resp. F\A,), then for <E F’ we let II/; denote the additive character 
$;: x H $([s). If E/F is a cyclic extension of prime degree q, we let xEiF 
denote the character of F”(resp. F”\A;.) of order q associated with the 
extension by class field theory. 
(v) If F is a global field we will let PI(F) denote the set of places of F. 
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1. THE LOCAL THETA CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN S?) AND pGSp(4) 
Let k be a local field of characteristic 0. In this section we review some 
facts about the local theta correspondence between S?) and PGSp(4). 
These results are (implicitly) known [ll. 121, but are nowhere explicit in 
the literature. 
1.1. In this section we let k be either a local or global field of charac- 
teristic 0. Let J= ( -O,> 2 ) and set GSp(4,k)=(g~GL(4,k)l’gJg=,l(g)J 
with A(g) E k-‘1. The center of GSp(4, k) is then Z = {AZ, 1 A E k”} and we set 
G = pGSp(4, k) = G&9(4, k)/Z. We let 
be the parabolic subgroup preserving an isotropic plane and P its image in 
G. Let M be the Levi subgroup of P and S the unipotent radical. Then 
M 2: PGL(2) x k” and 
S? l s ii )I 0 1 
Let Q’ be the parabolic subgroup of GSp(4, k) which preserves an 
isotropic line and shares a common Bore1 subgroup with P’. Let Q be its 
image in G. Let U be the unipotent radical of Q, Z’ the center of U, and 
D = Cent,(Z’). Then D ‘v SL(2) K U. 
Let 
X= (TeM,(k)I’(TJ)= -TJand tr(T)=O}. 
X is a tive-dimensional vector space over k. Equip X with a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form by setting (T,, T2)= tr(T, T,) and let 
q(T) = f( T, T) be the associated quadratic form. If we let GSp(4, k) act on 
X via 
g: Tbg-‘Tg, g E GW4 ), 
then this action preserves the form ( , ) and identifies G = PGSp(4, k) with 
the connected component of the orthogonal group of this form. In terms of 
its action on X, the parabolic P now preserves an isotropic line (x0) 
(X~E X, (.x0, x0) = 0) and Q preserves an isotropic plane containing x0. 
Choose an isotropic vector xi E X complimentary to x0; i.e., (xi, x,) = 0 
and (x,, x0) = 1. Let L be the orthogonal compliment to the plane 
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(x,, X, ) spanned by x0 and x, . Then for each s E S there exists a, E L such 
that the action of s on X is given by 
s . X” = X” 
s.l=/+(a,,f).x” 
s’.v, =x, -a,-$(a,,,a,).u,,. 
The map S + L sending s H a,s is a linear isomorphism of k vector spaces. 
Let the inverse of this map be denoted by a H s, with a E L and s, E S. 
Then any character of S may be written in the form 
Ii/,(s) = $((4 a,)) 
with t E L. 
1.2. Now let k be a local field once again. Let Y be a two-dimensional 
symplectic space with symplectic basis .( .v, , yz} and symplectic form 
( , ) r. The symplectic group of Y is isomorphic to H= SL(2, k). 
Consider the lo-dimensional symplectic space Z = X@ Y with symplectic 
form (, ) = (, )@ (, ) ,,. Let s( 10, k) be the metaplectic cover of the 
symplectic group of Z. Then the pair (G, A) forms a dual reductive pair in 
S>( 10, k) in the sense of Howe [5]. Let II/ be a nontrivial additive character 
of k. Then to $ we may attach the Weil representation wIL of S>( 10, k). For 
explicit formulae for this action we refer to [ 111. We will work with the 
realization of wi relative to the following polarization of Z. Let 
z, = (x,)0 YOLO(.vr) 
z,= (x0)0 YOLO(J~,). 
Then Z, and Z, are maximal isotropic subspaces of Z such that 
Z= Z, @ Z2 and hence form a polarization. We then realize oti in the 
space of the Schwartz-Bruhat function on Z, , i.e., .V(Z,). For the action of 
the subgroups G and fi in this polarization, we again refer to [ 111. 
1.3. Let us now define the theta correspondence between A(fi/k) and 
A(G/k). Let us fix a nontrivial additive character Ic/ of k. Furthermore, for 
each t E L let us define a special point 2, E Z, by z, = (yz, t) E Y@ L N Z,. 
Let N be the unipotent radical of the Bore1 subgroup B of H preserving 
the line ( v2 ) c Y, as well as its lift to A. Then N = k and for each 01 E k ‘, 
II/, may be regarded as a character of N. Let ~7 E A(fi/k). ~7 possesses a 
Whittaker model relative to $, if it is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of 
the algebraically induced representation indc($,). Let W-(5:, $=) denote 
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this subrepresentation. If 6 is realized on the space V, and UE V, the 
corresponding Whittaker function in %“(Z, $,) is 
W,.(h) = J II/,(-n) qnh) v  d?l. 
N 
DEFINITION. Let r?~A(fi/k) and suppose 5 has a $,-Whittaker model 
for some crEk’. Let teL such that q(t)=a. For WE%‘(C~, $,), @E,Y'(Z,), 
and g E G, let 
f,(s; @> w = j 
N‘, H 
and let 
By the action of N under oti given in [ 111 we have 
% :, ‘I @(=,I = $Mt)) @(z,) = 44un) W,).c > 
Therefore the integral defining f,(g; @, W) is well defined. The space of 
functions E(c?, I/I) is naturally a representation space for G via right trans- 
lation and hence a representation of the associated Hecke algebra. Let 
0,(6, $) denote this representation. 
LEMMA 1.1. I f  6 E A( R/k) has a $x- Whittaker model for r E k” und t E L 
such that q(t) = u, then 
(i) &(6, $)# {O), 
(ii) @Jr?, $) c indz(rjI). 
Proof: (i) The fact that z(c’?, @) is nonzero follows from the local 
version of Lemma 5.1 of [11] and the fact that %^(a, rj,) is assumed to be 
nonzero. 
(ii) One may compute from the action of S under oti given in [ 111 
that 
(Us,) @)b,) = d4 - (4 t)) @b,) 
from which the lemma follows. 1 
The next proposition gives the irreducibility of 0,(6, rc/) and the depen- 
dence on the parameters t and ~7. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 6~ A(p/k). Let CYE k’ such that 5 has a $,- 
Whittaker model and t E L such that q(t) = ~1. 
(i) The representation 0,(6, $) is irreducible and admissible, i.e., 
O,(C, $)E A(G/k). 
(ii) If t’ E L such that 5 also possesses a II/,,- Whittaker model, with 
cd = q( t’ ), then 6,.(5, rl/) 5 0,(C, $). Let e(5, $) denote this common 
isomorphism class for all I E L such that 6 possesses a e8- Whittaker model 
with p = q(I). 
(iii) Jfc?‘EA(fi/k) then f9(5’, $)=&C,$) iffC’=C. 
ProoJ This result is essentially contained in [ 11, 121. The irreducibility 
in this case is well known and follows from Howe’s proof of his local 
duality conjecture [6, 71. Statements (ii) and (iii) follow from the fact that 
0,(6, $)lD 21 CT@0 - i ‘3 
where D is as in Section 1.1, and the analysis of [ 121. [ 
This proposition and Lemma 1.1 have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. For every 6 E A( n/k) and nontrivial additive character $ of 
k wle have t&6:, $) # 0. Furthermore, if t E L such that 5 possesses a 
$,- Whittaker model for cx = q(t), then f3(6, $) has a @[-Whittaker model 
relative to S given by the space of,functions &(c?, Ic/). 
2. THE LOCAL SAITO-KUROKAWA CORRESPONDENCE 
Let k again be a local field and let $ be a nontrivial additive character of 
k. Let G, = PGL(2, k). Then Waldspurger has defined a correspondence 
Wd( ., $) between A(G,/k) and A(B/k) which has been studied in 
[13, 14, 163. If we compose this with the local theta correspondence of 
Section 1 we arrive at a correspondence between A(G,/k) and a subset 
SK(G/k) of A(G/k). This is the Saito-Kurokawa correspondence. As we 
will see, this is independent of the choice of II/. We analyse this correspon- 
dence in this section. 
2.1. Let us first recall what we need from the Waldspurger correspon- 
dence, and in which form we need it. Let D, deote the split quaternion 
algebra over k, so D, = M(2, k), and D, the unique division quaternion 
algebra over k (if k #C). Let G, denote the projectivised multiplicative 
group of Di, i.e., G, = PD;‘. Let Xi denote the three-dimensional space of 
the trace 0 elements of D,. Place a symmetric bilinear form on Xi by setting 
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where tr is the reduced trace from D, to k. Let D,F act on Xi via 
g(v)=g -lug, geD;, v=X;. 
Then this action factors through G,= PDF and identifies Gj with the 
connected component of the orthogonal group 0(X,) of Xi. 
Let Y again be the two-dimensional symplectic space on which H acts. 
Then, letting IV, = X, 0 Y be the symplectic space with symplectic form 
( , ), = ( , )i @ ( , ) y, we have that (G;, p) forms a dual reductive pair 
in the metaplectic group S>( Wi) in the sense of Howe [S]. Let O; be the 
associated Weil representation of S!$( W,). Then by explicit integral 
formulas, analogous to those of Section 1, we may define theta correspon- 
dences O,(., $) between A(G,/k) and ,4(/?/k). For G, this was done 
explicitly by Waldspurger in [ 141, while both G, and G2 were both studied 
by Waldspurger in [ 151. Set 
A,(G,/k)= {n~A(G,/k)lz is not an irreducible 
principal series) 
A,(fl/k) = {c E A( R/k) 16 is not an irreducible 
principal series )
A(fi/k), = (6 E A( n/k) 15 has a $-Whittaker 
model ). 
Then O,(., $) establishes a bijection between A(G,/k) and A(fl/k), which 
restricts to a bijection between A,(G,/k) and A,(fi/k),. O,( ., I,+) establishes 
a bijection between A(G,/k) and A,(fi/k)\A,(fi/k),. 
In addition to these Q-correspondences, Jacquet and Langlands have 
established in [S] a bijective correspondence between A,(G,/k) and 
A(G?/k) which we will denote by JL. 
Combining these three correspondences, Waldspurger defined a 
correspondence between A(G,/k) and all of A(f?/k) as follows: Set 
A,(G,/k)= {lr~A(G,/k)ln is an irreducible 
principal series }. 
Then Wd( . , $ ) is defined by: 
(i) If nEA,(G,/k) then Wd(n, $)=O,(q t,b); 
(ii) If rc E A,(G,/k) then Wd(q $) = (tl,(q II/), d2(JL(n), I/I)}. 
This correspondence is analysed in great detail in [3, 13, 151. For us the 
important fact is that the correspondence can be defined entirely in terms 
of O-correspondences given by explicit integral formulas. 
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2.2. In order to prove that the definition we will give of the Saito- 
Kurokawa correspondence via composed theta liftings is independent of 
the additive character rc/, we will need certain results on these Q-correspon- 
dences which we prove in this section. For this section we will let G’ be an 
orthogonal group over k in an odd number of variables ~1. Let x’ be the 
associated orthogonal space with form ( , )‘. Let Y be our standard two- 
dimensional symplectic space with form ( , ) ,, preserved by H = X(2, k). 
Let w’= x’@ Y be the symplectic space with (, )‘= (, )‘@ (, ) r, and 
Sp( IV’) the associated symplectic group. Then (G’, A) form a dual reduc- 
tive pair in the metaplectic group S?( w’). Fix a nontrivial additive charac- 
ter $ and let CO; denote the associated Weil representation. 
The covering fi of H = X(2, k) may be embedded in the twofold cover 
E(2, k) of GL(2, k). Set theoretically we may identify &2, k) with 
GL(2, k) x ( i- 11, the multiplication then being given by a cocycle. For 
hefi and aek’ we set 
P=((; ;), $oao’ ;), 1). 
This defines an automorphism T, of i?. If 5 E A(fi/k) we set 
c?“(h) = C(h”) = (5 1 T,)(h). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. With the notation as above, \tle have CJI;,,,~. x B = 
w;,~,~~‘+~x T,). 
Proof The covering group S!$( IV’) is a subgroup of the twofold cover 
6$( IV”) of GSp( PV’). If p: Ep( IV’) + GSp( IV’) is the covering map, we let 
det(,!?) = det(p(i9) for g~=p(W)). 
It is a general fact about the Weil representation WC of Sy( IV’) that if we 
set 
to$(g)=W;(ggp) 
withgES!(PV”), BEEP, and d=det(g), then 
This fact can be found in Howe’s preprint [7]. We wish to apply this to the 
element g, = ((;; y), 1) E &2, k) = E$( Y) c Gxp( PV’). As an element of 
6$ w’), det( g,) = a”. Therefore we get 
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But for any fl E k-‘, CO&~ N wb (see again [7]). Therefore we have 
since n = dim(X’) is odd. 
On the other hand, note that as a subgroup of zp( IV’), 6?$( Y) still 
commutes with G’. Therefore 
g&3 h) 2, ’ = (g, g,kT, ’ I= ( g, h”), geG’,h&. 
This proves the proposition. 1 
If we combine this proposition with the integral formulas for the 
@correspondences from Section 1 or from [ 151 we have the following 
corollary. Here again G = PGSp(4, k), G, = PDT, and H = SL( 2, k). 
COROLLARY. (i) [f n, E A(GJk) then Or(7rTli, I/I,) ‘v 8,( z,, $)“. Hence ,for 
n E A(G,/k), Wd(n, $,) = Wd(rc, II/)“. 
(ii) Z’~E A(fi/k) then O(C?, II/,) 2: O(c?‘, $). 
2.3. We are now ready to define the local Saito-Kurokawa corre- 
spondence. 
DEFINITION. Fix $ a nontrivial additive character of k. For every 
rrE A(G,/k) we let SK(z)= 0( Wd(n, $), $). If rcE A,(G,/k) then 
SK(rr)=Q(0,(rc, $),$). If neA,(G,/k) then SK(X)= {0(0,(rr, $),$), 
Q(&(JUn), $1, $)I. 
So to each rr E A(G,/k), SK associates a packet of representations of G. 
This assignment is independent of the choice of Ic/ by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. I” 7-c EA(G,/k), then SK(n) is independent of the choice of $ 
used to define it. 
Proof, Let $, $’ be two nontrivial additive characters. Then there exists 
a E k’ such that $’ = $,. Then by the corollary of Proposition 2.1 we see 
that for nE A(G,/k) 
LEMMA 2.2. If x, x’ E A( GJk) with IT # rc’ then SK(n) n SK(x’) = @. 
Proof. By Waldspurger [ 151 the theta correspondences Qi( ., $) are 
bijective. Since the images of f3,( ., $) and 0,( ., $) are disjoint in A( R/k), 
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we see from the form of the Waldspurger correspondence given in Section 
2.1 that Wd(q Il/)n WcI(rr’, $)= @. By Proposition 1.1, 19(., $): A(fi/k) + 
A(G/k) is injective. Thus SK(R) n SK(k) = 0. 1 
Now set 
SK(G/k)= {ZITEA(G/k)/l7ESK(n) for some nEA(G,/k)j. 
These are the local Saito-Kurokawa representations. Since Wci( ., $): 
A(G,/k) -+ A(R/k) is surjective, then SK(G/k) is also the image of A(f?/k) 
under 0( ., II,) for any choice of II/. By Lemma 2.2, the representations 
occurring in SK(G/k) are naturally distributed into disjoint packets 
containing either one or two representations which are parameterised by 
A(G,/k) via the correspondence SK. 
2.4. Given n E A( G,/k), we now identify one member of SK(n) as a con- 
stituent of an induced representation. Let P= MS be the parabolic sub- 
group of G defined in Section 1 .l. The Levi factor M is isomorphic to 
PGL(2, k) x GL( 1, k) = G, x k‘. Therefore rr 0 1 1 -‘I’ defines a represen- 
tation of M, and hence of P. We may then form the (normalized) induced 
representation Indz( n @ ( 1 I:‘). We now show that SK(n) always contain 
a constituent of IndF( rr @ / I I/‘). The proof which we will sketch is that of 
Waldspurger from the last section of [ 151. We sketch his proof here since 
[ 151 still remains unpublished. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ler ngA(G,/k). Let I7=0(0,(n, II/), II/). rl/)~SK(n). 
Then Z7 is a constituent of Ind$(x @ 1 I I:‘). 
Proof First note by the corollary to Proposition 2.1 that I7 depends 
only on rr and not on the choice of $. 
Fix now a $ and let 6= 0,(n, $). Let TV L such that 5 has a 
$,-Whittaker model with u = q(t). For every BE k, let ~(8, t) = 
fiy,+fEYOL=Z,. Fix w~~Y~(ii,$,), WZO, and for each @EY(Z,) 
define 
By definition, I7 is then the natural representation of (the Hecke algebra 
of) G in the space (Z,(g, @)I@E.Y’(Z,)). Let 
it; = f@EY(Z,)Iz,(g, @,)=O). 
Then I7 ‘v Y(Z, )/.&;, where G acts on .Y’(Z,) via the restriction of o+ to G. 
If we take /?= 0, then from the explicit representation of the e-lifts in 
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terms of integrals, we have 10( g, @) E Ind$(n@ 1 1 -. li2) i.e., if we set 
rn(g,, a) E M the element corresponding to (g, , a) E G, x k li, then 
zo(“(g,.a)g;~~=6,(a)‘~’ Ial %,(g,)Z()(g; @). 
Hence. if we set 
<t;= {@EY)(Z,)Iz”(g, @)=O}, 
then Y(Z,)/..l, is a constituent of Indg(n@ 1 I- ‘jr). 
To pass from I7= cp(Z,)/&+; to Y(Z,)/..t;, note that under the action of 
m(l,a)eM with aek’, we have 
Zp(m( 1, u) g; 0) = lalZ,,(g; @P). 
Therefore we see that if 
then for B # 0, _ $P = ,h;. But since I,( g, @) is continuous in the parameter 
0, then letting fl+ 0 we see that -1; c ‘I,. Hence we have a surjective map 
.Y’(Z,)/.t; -+Y(Z,)/C1;. But since .Y(Z,)/.J’i#O and Y(ZI)/_4;=17 is 
irreducible, we must have ,Y’(Z, )/- 1; 5 ,Y(Z, )/. t, ; i.e., 17 is a constituent of 
Indz(7cO 1 ) -lf2). m 
3. THE GLOBAL SAIT~KUROKAWA CORRESPONDENCE 
We now let k be a global field of characteristic 0 and $ an additive 
character of ,$\,A,. For each place c’ of k we will denote the local corre- 
spondences from Sections 1 and 2 for the local field k,. by adding a 
subscript u to the notation there. 
3.1. We now define the global SaitooKurokawa correspondence 
between A(G,/k) and a subset of A(G/li). If 71 E A(G,/k), then rt factors as a 
restricted tensor product rr= @ 7r, with ~,.EA(G,. Jk,.). The same is true 
for IKE A(G/k). 
DEFINITION. Let TCEA(G,/IC), T= @ q.. Set SK(n)= {Z7gA(G/k)ln= 
@ ff,. with Z7,. E SK,(n,.) for all 11 E PI(k) ). 
Let us first show that for each ICE A(G,/k) the set SK(n) is not empty. 
Let P be the parabolic subgroup of G defined in Section 1.1. It has 
unipotent radical M z G, x GL( I ). As in Section 2.4, we may form the 
global induced representation IndF{,Aj(Ic@ ) ) ~ I”) where A = Ak and I 1 is 
the idele norm. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let XE A(G,/k). Then SK(n) contains (the class of) a 
constituent qf Ind$i,Ai(rc@ 1 1 ‘I*), and hence is not empty. 
Proof. The global induced representation factors as IndF$;(rc@ 1 1~ ’ ‘) 
= ov Indg;(rr,.@ ( I,:“‘) where G,. = G(k,.), etc. Then for each place u of k 
we have that X,.(X,.) contains a constituent 17,. of Ind~:(~,O 1 1, I”) by 
Proposition 2.2. Therefore ITI= @ Z7,. is a constituent of IndFl,A/(rr@ I 1 ‘,I). 
By Langlands [9], every constituent of Ind~~~l(n. 0 1 I ~ I”) is automorphic. 
Therefore Z~E A(G/k) and for each r, Z7,.~X,.(rr,.). Thus n~SK(rc). 1 
Fom Lemma 2.2 we immediately obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zj’n, z’EA(G,/k) and x#x’, then SK(n)nSK(d)=@. 
We may now define the space of global Saito-Kurokawa representations 
SK( G/k) as follows. 
DEFINITION. S&G/k)= {I76A(G/k)IZ7ESK(n) for some zEA(G,/k)). 
Then from Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a global correspondence SK between 
A(G,Jk) and SK(G/k). The set SK( G/k) decomposes into a disjoint union of 
packets SK(n) parameterised bJ> x E A(G,/k). Each packet SK(n) is non- 
empty. 
3.2. We next wish to investigate when a packet SK(x) contains a 
cuspidal class, and in this case determine exactly how many cuspidal 
classes the packet contains. To do so we must relate the global 
Saito-Kurokawa correspondence to the global 0 and Waldspurger 
correspondences. The global B-correspondence between A(fi/k) and 
A(G/k) will be denoted by O( ., II/) for a given choice of II/ and has been 
analysed in [ 111. The global Waldspurger correspondence Wd( ., $) 
between A(G,/k) and A(fi/k) has been analysed in detail in [13, 151. Note 
that for cuspidal representations we may take the definition of these 
correspondences as given by global integrals analogous to those of Section 
1. When nonzero, these correspondences factor into products of the 
corresponding local correspondences of Sections 1 and 2. 
Let us introduce some relevant notation. Let A&R/k) be the set of 
irreducible cuspidal representations of @A,) occurring in the orthogonal 
compliment of the space 0, of theta series associated to one-dimensional 
quadratic forms [ 13, 141. As A&n/k) satisfies the (weak) multiplicity one 
theorem [ 143, this set is the same as the set of associated isomorphism 
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classes. Let A,(G,/k)cA,(G,/k) denote the image of A,(I?/k) under the 
Waldspurger correspondence Wd( ., II/) f or some (and hence any) nontrivial 
I/I. A,,(GJ%c) may be equivalently characterized as [ 13, IS] 
A,,(G,/I\-)= {rrEAO(G,/k)IEither (i) E(X)=E(IC, l/2)= 1 
or (ii) 7~ = @ n, and for some o, rcl. is not an 
irreducible principal series ). 
As for the group G, we will call an isomorphism class rr E A(G/k) 
cuspidal if it has a representative occurring in the space of cuspidal 
automorphic forms on G(A,). Let A,(G/k) c A(G/k) denote the set of 
cuspidal isomorphism classes. As an example of Waldspurger in [ 151 
shows, for PGSp(4) there are cuspidal representations of G(A,) which are 
isomorphic to constituents of certain induced representations. We will 
encounter these representations later in this section. Finally, set 
SK,(G/k) = SK(G/k) n A,(G/k) and for XE A(G,/k) set S&(7c) = SK(Z) n 
A,(W). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let rc E A(G,/k). [f SK(n) contains a cuspidal class, 
then 71 E A,(G,/k). Furthermore, if 17~ SK(n) is cuspidal, then II= O(6, t+b) 
,for some cuspidal 5 E Wd(rr, $). 
Proof Suppose 176 SK(n) is cuspidal. Write I7 = @ IT,,. Then for each 
place u, Z7, E SK,:(rr,). By Proposition 3.1, SK(n) also contains a constituent 
I7’ of the induced representation Ind$,Al(n@ 1 I-‘;‘), and Z7’= @ nb with 
I7i.g SK,(rrr,) for all U. Now, for almost all D, SK,.(rc,,) contains a single 
representation. Therefore Z7,. ‘v ZI:. for almost all U. So I7 is strongly 
associated to P in the sense of [ 111. By Theorem 2.2 of [ 111 we have that 
I7 = fI(6, $) for some cuspidal 5 E A,(fl/k) with missing character 1(/. Since 
cuspidal 6 occurring in 0, lift to noncuspidal representations under H( -, II/), 
we have 6~ A&B/k). Let TC’ = Wd(6, $). Then II’E A,,(G,/k). Since 
I7= e( Wd(x’, $), I(/), then by the compatibility of the local and global 
correspondences we have IKE X(X’). By Lemma 3.1 this implies that 
rr = 71’. This completes the proof. 1 
We would now like to compute exactly how many cuspidal classes lie in 
SK(n). From the above proposition we may conclude that if rr 4 A,(G,/k), 
then SK(n) contains no cuspidal representations. 
Now assume 7c 6 A,(G,/k), 7c = @ n,.. We let 
Z(n) = {II E P/(k) 1 n,, is not an irreducible 
principal series representation} 
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and set M(Z)= \Z(X)\. Then by either [I33 or [15] we know that if we set 
M(n)=0 
I M(n)#O 
then N(n) = / Wd(n, #)I. Then we have the following result 
THEOREM 3.1. Ler KEA(G,/~). 
(i) [f’n$Aoo(G,/k), rhen ISK,(n)l =O; 
(ii) Jf‘rc~A~~(G,/k) und L(z, 1/2)#0, then IS&,(E)/ =N(n)- 1; 
(iii) [f’n~A,,,(G,/k) and L(Tc, l/2)=0, then ~S&(~)~ =N(x). 
Proqf: (i) is already contained in Proposition 3.3. So we may assume 
that 71 E A,,(G,/k). Then Proposition 3.3 implies that every cuspidal 
IKE SK(X) is of the form 0(C, $) for some CE Wd(q $). Since JK EA,JG,/~), 
Wd(n, II/ I= A ,d R/k 1 so that every 6 E Wd(z, tj) is cuspidal. By 
Proposition 1.1 and the local-global compatibility, if 8, 5’ E Wd(7t, II/) and 
5 # 6’, then H(c?, $) # H(ii’, II/). Therefore lO( Wd(q $), $)I = N(x). So we 
need only characterize those C? E Wd(a. $ ) such that H(c?, $) is cuspidal. By 
a general result of Rallis, which can also be derived from [ 11, 141 in our 
case, we know that for rS E A,,,( n/k), fI(6, $) is cuspidal iff H, (5, $) = 0. On 
the other hand, by Waldspurger [ 141 we know that 19,(3, $) # 0 is possible 
iff ~7=B,(n, $) and that N,(n, $)#O iff L(rc, l/2)20. Hence we see that 
there is at most one 6 E Wd(n, $) such that 0(6, tj) is not cuspidal, namely 
6=fI,(n, $I), and this occurs iff L(rr, l/2) #O. This proves (ii) and (iii). 1 
Retnurk. Proposition 3.1 guarantees that in each packet SK(n) there is 
a constituent of Ind$(x@ ( I “). Let us record where this lies relative to 
the cuspidal representations of Theorem 3.1. 
(a) If n:~AO,~(G,/k) with L(7~,+)#0, then 8,(rr, $) is a nonzero 
element of Wd( n, $ ). Then the noncuspidal representation 
Z7=8(0,(7c, $), $)c.Sk(x) is the constituent of Indz(7r@j I I”) given by 
Proposition 3.1. 
(b) Suppose nEA,,(G,/k) satisfies L(x, l/2)=0 and E(TC, $)= 1, so 
the L-function vanishes at 4 for nontrivial reasons. Then in [ 151 
Waldspurger has shown that even though e,(n, +) = 0. there is 
6~ Wd(n, $) such that at each place u, Cr N Ol(rri., $,). Therefore 
0(6,, $,) E 0(0,(rc,., tjt,), $,.) which is a constituent of IndF:(7c,O 1 I,;“*) by 
Proposition 2.2. Therefore 0(6, rl/) is isomorphic to the constituent of 
Tnd$~j(~ @ j ( ‘!‘) g’ rven by Proposition 3.1. However, by the proof of the 
above theorem, e(C, $) is cuspidal. This is Waldspurger’s example of a 
cuspidal representation which is isomorphic to a constituent of an induced 
representation alluded to above. 
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(c) If rc~A,,(G,/k) satisfies c(rr,i)= -1, so L(z, $)=O, the con- 
stituent of Ind$l(n@ 1 1 ‘:2) g’ tven in Proposition 3.1 will not occur 
among the globally lifted 0(5, $) for 5 E Wd(rt, I/I). Hence, in this case, 
SK(X) contains more than just the representations obtained by the com- 
position of the two global theta lifts. 
As a corollary to the theorem, we record the conditions which give 
ISKo(n)l 2 1. 
COROLLARY. Let rr~A(G,/k). Then SK,(rc)#@ iff ncA,(G,/k) and 
eirher L(7c, f)=O or M(7r)>2. 
4. BASE CHANGE FOR THE SAITWKUROKAWA REPRESENTATIONS 
4.1. Let k be either a local or a global field. Then as we have seen, the 
set SK(G/k) decomposes into a disjoint union of packets parameterised by 
the representations rc~A(Gr/k). Base change for the parameters, i.e., for 
rc~A(G,/k), is then well understood from Langlands [IO] or [4]. We may 
then define a base change on the level of these packets of Saito-Kurokawa 
representations by base changing the parameter. 
To make this precise, define an equivalence relation - on S&(G/k) by 
setting Z7- Z7’ iff there exists XE A(G,/k) such that 17 and Z7’ both lie in 
SK(z). Since the packets SK(X) are disjoint for distinct 71 E A(G,/k), this 
indeed defines an equivalence relation on SK(G/k). Let SK(G/k) = 
SK(G/k)/- be the set of equivalence classes. Then the correspondence SK: 
A(G,/k)++ SK(G/k) factors to a bijection, also denoted by SK, between 
A(G,/k) and SK(G/k). With this notation, for each ncA(G,/k), SK(X)E 
SK( G/k ). 
DEFINITION. Let K/k be a cyclic extension of prime degree. Define 
BCXix : SK(G/k) + z(G/K) by BC,,,(SK(-n)) = SK(n,,,). (Recall that 
~.,,EA(GJK) is the base change lift of XE A(G,/k) as in [4].) We also 
denote this by SK(rr),,. 
4.2. The local and global base changes as defined here are seen to be 
compatible in this following sense. Let k be a global field. For each place u 
of k we have the associated local field k,.. If IIE SK(n) with II E A(G,/k), 
7c = @ rr,. and I7= @ II,., then we have II,.E SK,(n,) for each u. Then 
fl E SK(~),,, iff II’ E A(G/K), 17’ = @ nl,. and for each place v of k and u’ 
of K with wIv we have flw E ~K,,(z,,).,~,,~. 
4.3. By our definition, the basic properties of the base change lift for 
A(G,/k) will carry over to SK(G/k). Others will follow from the results in 
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previous sections. For example, from Proposition 2.2 in the local case or 
Proposition 3.1 in the global case we immediately get 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If n E A( G,/k) and SK(z) is the associated packet ej 
SaiteKurokawa representations, then SK(n).,,, contains a constituent qf 
Indz(rr,,@ 1 1 -‘;‘). 
4.4. Now let k be a global field of characteristic 0 and K/k a cyclic 
extension of prime degree q. In Section 3 we have determined the number 
of cuspidal classes in the packet SK(x) for n E A(G,/k). We now wish to see 
how this number varies under our base change. By Theorem 3.1 we see that 
the number of cuspidal representations in the packet depend on both local 
and global properties of n. As these properties are the same as those that 
determine the structure of the L-equivalence classes Wd(z, Ic/) in A( p/k) 
they have been mostly analysed in [3]. 
Let us first restrict ourselves to the case where K/k is cyclic of odd prime 
degree q. Recall that for 7c E A(G,/k), Z(rc) is the set of places u of k where 
the local component rr, of n is not an irreducible principal series. Given the 
extension K/k, decompose Z(Z) as follows: 
,X,(X; K/k) = jo~C(n)I 1: splits in K} 
Z,(rr; K/k) = {C E C(X) / o is inert or ramifies in K}. 
Let S(R; K/k) = IC,(rt; K/k)\ and n(rr; K/k) = (Z,,(n; K/k)( so that 
M(n) = S(TC; K/k) + n(n; K/k). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let II E A,,(G,/k), K/k an extension of odd prime 
degree q. Then xKik E A,(G,/k) and N(x~,~) = N(z) 2’y- “s’n’K’k’. 
Proof By [ 131 or [ 151 we know that A,(G,/k) can be equivalently 
characterized as the set of those rt E A,(G,/K) satisfying either (i) E(Z, 4) = 1 
or (ii) Z(n)#@. By the proof of Theorem 3 of [3], we know that these 
conditions are preserved under base change of odd prime degree. Thus 
7CK,k E bo(G,Ik). 
Since K/k is cyclic of odd prime degree, then for each place v of k and 
place M’ of K with M~IV we have that (x,).%,,$ is an irreducible principal series 
iff 7c, is an irreducible principal series [4]. Therefore 
M(n,,,)= jC(rrK,k)l = c [{WEPI such that uIzi}\ 
PEG(n) 
=qs(n; K/k)+n(z; K/k)=M(x)+(q- l)s(n; K/k). 
The result then follows from the definition of N(X). 1 
If we combine this with Theorem 3.1 we arrive at: 
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COROLLARY. Let KJk be a cyclic extension of odd prime degree q. Let 
7c E A( G ,/k) and SK( IT) E SK( G/k) be the associated packet. 
(i) If‘n#AAo(G,/k) then ISKo(nK,,k)l = IS&(n)1 =O; 
(ii) !f~~AdG,lk) then ISK,(nK,k)I 3 IS&(~)l. 
Thus, on first analysis, we see that under cyclic base change of odd prime 
degree, the number of cuspidal classes in a Saito-Kurokawa packet can 
either remain constant or increase. We would now like to make (ii) of this 
corollary more precise. Let x = XK,k be the character of k’\A; associated to 
the extension K/k by class field theory. Let ICE A,(G,/k). 
(a) Suppose L(z, $) = 0. Then since 
Y-1 
Lfn,,, iI= n L(rcOf, $1 
,=O 
we see that L(nKlk, 4) = 0 as well. Thus by Theorem 3.1 and the above 
corollary we get 
I=‘b(~.,uc)I = N(n.,k) 
= N(~) 2’~ l)sln.Klk) 
= lSKo(n)l 2’~ I).>ln.KIk), 
(b) Suppose L(n, t)#O and in addition L(zKjk, +) #O. Then 
jSK,,(zKlk)l = N(n,,,) - 1 = N(z) 2’4- ‘)J’n,K!k)- 1 
=(ISK,(n)(+l)2’4~““‘“;K’k’-1. 
(c) Similarly, if L(n, $) # 0 but L(n,,,, 4) = 0, then 
IsKo(nK,k )I =(IfjK,(n)( + 1)2’4-“A’niKlk’, 
We may combine these into a single formula by setting 
L(n, l/2)=0 
un, l/2)20' 
Then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K/k be cyclic of odd degree. Let n E A(G,/k) and 
SK(n) E SK( G/k) be the associated packet. 
(i) V~44dGJk) then ISKo(nKjk)( = ISK,(~)l =O; 
(ii) Ij’nE A,(G,/k) then ISK,,(zK,,)I = (ISK,(z)I +l(rr)) 2(y ml”‘n;wk’ 
- l(nK/k). 
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The formula in (ii) of this theorem gives rise to the striking fact that 
under certain conditions the number of cuspidal representations in a packet 
can jump from 0 to 1 or more. We catalogue these conditions in the follow- 
ing corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let K/k be a c)sclic of odd prime degree q and let 
JK E A,,(G,/k) with ISK,,(x)1 = 0. Thus, necessarifl; L(n, i) # 0 and 
I.?J~)l6 1. 
(i ) Suppose IC( z)l = 1 and that in K/k, the place L’ E C(n) splits in K. 
Then ISKO(x&k)l =2’YP”-47rRlk)>/ 1. 
(ii) Suppose that Jbr some i. L(n@&, i)=O. The11 ISK,Jn,!,)i = 
2’4 1 l.5(n.K:b.l> 1. 
(iii) For all other cases, ISK,(n, A)l = 0. 
There are examples of representations satisfying the conditions of (i) in 
this corollary. Take k = Q and n the cuspidal representation associated to 
any holomorphic cusp form of level 1, for example the discriminant form 
d(r). Then L(n, 4) #O and Z(X) = [c! I i. Let K/Q be any cyclic extension of 
odd prime degree q. Then K/Q is necessarily totally real so that the infinite 
place of Q splits completely in K. Thus rr and K/Q satisfy the conditions of 
(i) in the corollary. 
4.5. Now let us consider the case of quadratic extensions. So k is again 
a global field of characteristic 0 and K/k is a quadratic extension. From 
[3] we know that in this case the base change for L-equivalence classes 
Wd(n, II/) in A(fi/k) is much more complicated than for odd degree exten- 
sions. Since it is the structure of these packets which determine the cuspidal 
classes in the Saito-Kurokawa packet SK(n), the quadratic base change for 
the Saito-Kurokawa packets will also be more complicated. 
Let I= xKik be the quadratic character of k’\A,” associated to the exten- 
sion K/k by class field theory. We recall the definition of certain subsets of 
A(G,/k) which play a role in the base change for z, in [3]. These are 
O,(K/k) = {cuspidal Weil representations attached to the mul- 
tiplicative characters g of K’\A;- satisfying p #p’ and p ’ = p1 where 
Gal(K/k)= {l, I).)cA,(G,/~); 
B(K/k)= {~EA,(G,lk)l n,.,z,n,xl,(-l)= -1 and Z(~~,~)=(zr,\; 
M(k)= jnEAJG,/k)I&(lr,f)= -1 and C(rc)=@). 
Here, M(k) can be equivalently characterized by M(k) = A,(G,/k)\ 
A,,(G,/k) and these are the representations which parameterise the mock- 
automorphic representations of p( A k) (see [ 31). 
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The behavior of O,(K/k) under base change from k to K is known from 
[4], while the behavior of B(K/k) and M(k) is known from 131. In sum- 
mary, we have the following result. Let A,(G,/k) = A(G,/k)\A,(G,/k). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) [j‘rc~A,(G,/k), then ~,,,EA,(G,/K). 
(ii) Let TE A,(G,/k). Then 
(a) ~,,EA,(G,IK) lIfnc@c,(K/k); 
(b) z,,EM(K) iff 7rE B(K/k); 
(~1 zfnEAOO(G,lk)\(OO(K/k)u B(K/k)) then z~,~E A,(G,/K); 
(d) lf 7~ E M(k) then TC~,~ EA,( G,/K). 
Let us now return to the question of how the number of cuspidal classes 
in a Saito-Kurokawa packet varies under quadratic base change. From the 
first statement in Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.1 we have 
PROPOSITION 4.4. lfr~A,(G,/k) then jSK,(7c,,)l = ISKo(n)l =0 
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.3(ii) (a, b) give 
The next proposition shows that in the quadratic case the number of 
cuspidal classes in a Saito-Kurokawa packet may jump from 0 to 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. IfxrE(k), then lSK,(7c)l =0 but ISK,(x.,,)I = 1. 
Proqf: Since ICE M(k), Z$ A,(G,/k) and so [SK,,(x)1 =0 by Theorem 
3.1. By Proposition 4.3 we have rcx.;k~ A,(G,/k) so ISK,(n,,,)l could 
possibly be nonzero. Now, we have ~(71, 8) = - 1 and I( Z) = @ since 
71 E M(k). Since e(n, 4) = - 1, we have L(q 4) = 0 and hence L(n,, , 4) = 
L(7c, 4) L(x 0 x, f) = 0. From [4], C(n) = @ implies C(rr& = a, and hence 
N(z~;~)= 1. By Theorem 3.1, this gives ISKo(n.j,)l = 1. 1 
Note that the conditions necessary for 71 to be in M(k) are independent 
of the quadratic extension being used for the base change. There are 
examples of fields with M(k) # 0. For example, if 7t is the automorphic 
representation of G,/Q associated to any holomorphic cusp form of level 1 
(for example d(r) the discriminant form), then for any quadratic imaginary 
extension k/Q, 
nk,Q E Ml k 1. 
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Let us now set 
Then, if II E A&(K/k) we have rrK;k E A,(G,/k). One again we set 
Z,(rr; K/k) = { 11 E C(z) 1 u splits in K) 
Z,,( 71; K/k) = iv E C(7c)Iu is inert or ramifies in K). 
Also set 
C,(n; K/k) = (u E Z’,,(rr; K/k) 1 IC,. is a Weil representation 
associated to a character p,,. of K,:. with 
p:, #I,,. and p:, =p,;’ for Gal(K,/k,.)= (I):. 
Let s(n, K/k) = IZ,(rr; K/k)/ and t(n; K/k) = lL’,(~c; K/k)/ 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf 7c E A&,&K/k) then 
N(x,,)=max( 1, N(n) 2”‘“~K’kJ-‘(n’Ktk’). 
Proof: If C(n) = 0, then for each place u of k, n, is an irreducible 
principal series representation. By [4] the same is true for [E,.]~,$~~, for 
each WJU. Thus C(rc,,,)= 0 as well. Then s(rc; K/k) = t(rr; K/k) = 0 and 
N(n) = N(n,,, ) = 1. So the lemma is true in this case. 
Now suppose C(n) # 0, so N(n) = 2M’n’m ’ where M(x) = IC(rt)l. Now 
consider N(n.,,). By [43, Z(rr.,, )c (EJE PI(K) such that WID for some 
zlEC(X)f. If uE~:s(?rK,k ) then for each ~‘1 u, K,,. N k, so w E C(nWk). Since 
VE Z,(rc; K/k) splits in K, each such u contributes two places to C(z,,,). If 
u E Z,(rc; K/k) then by [4] we have for UJ I u that [rr,.] K,..k, is an irreducible 
principal series, so w #Z(rc.,,). So these places make no contribution to 
C(nKik). Finally, if z~~Z,,(rr; K/k)\C,(n; K/k) then for u’lu we have that 
CdK”,k, is not a principal series and there is a unique M’ above u. So each 
of these places contributes a unique place to Z(n,). Putting this together 
gives M(Tc~.~) = M(n) + s(n; K/k) - t(n; K/k). 
If M(rrWk)#O, then we get N(z~,~)= N(x) 2’(x;K;k).-“n.K’k’3 1. 
If M(rr,,)=O, then N(rc,,,) = 1. But for this to happen we must have 
C,(x; K/k) = C(x) or M(n) = t(.rr; K/k). Then we get 
,,n;K;kI- N(n) 2. ,,n:K,kl_ 2lwn) 1-rln.KlkI=~< 1, 3 
This proves the lemma. 1 
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TO analyse the behavior of the cuspidal members of a pa&et X(n) with 
rc~A&,(K/k) under the quadratic base change we again must treat three 
separate cases: 
(a) Suppose L(n, f) = 0. Then L(n Klk, i) = 0 and by Theorem 3.1 we 
have IS&(X~,‘,)I = N(rrCKIL) and ISKO(rc)l = N(n). Then Lemma 4.1 gives 
I%(~K,k)I = max(l, IsK,(rc)l pxk)b/~n:~w~ 
(b) Suppose L(n K,k, f) # 0. Then L(n, $) # 0 since L(~c~,~, 4) = 
UT ;, un 0 x K,k;i). Theorem 3.1 then gives ISK,(rr.,,)l =iV(r~~,,)- 1 
and I S&(rr)l =N(rr) - 1. Then Lemma 4.1 gives ISK,,(rrcKIp)( = max(0, 
( IsKo(71)l + 1 ) -p: K!kl- IIn: K/k) _ 1 ).. 
(c) Suppose L(n,i)#O but L(rc@~~,~,f)=O. Then Z,(rr,,,f)=O 
and, analogously, we get 
ISK,(7rKlk)I =max{ 1, (ISK0(7r)l + 1)2-“n;K:k’~“n:Kik)J. 
Recalling the definition I(n) from the previous section we then have 
shown: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If x E A&( K/k) then 
ISK,(~,, )I =max{l, (ISK,Jn)l +1(71))2”n’K’k)~r(n,~~k’)-1(71~,k). 
Let us now collect all these results into a single statement on quadratic 
base change. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K/k be a quadratic extension. Let TIE A(G,/k) and 
SK(7c) be the associated Saito-Kurokawa packet. 
(i) Zf xE A,(G,/k) then ISK,,(?rc,,)l = ISK,(z)l =O. 
(ii) Zf xEM(k) then ISK,,(TC)I =0 but ISK,(7c,,)l = 1; 
(iii) Zf nEO,(K/k)uB(K/k) then ISKo(n)l 20 and ISK,(xr,,.)I =O; 
(iv) Zf 71 E A&,(K/k) then ISK,(TE~,,,)~ = max(1, (ISK,Jn)l + 
Q~)) 2s(~Klkl Hn: L/k)) _ I(~,,~). 
As we have already noted, (ii) of this theorem gives examples of 
Saito-Kurokawa packets for which the number of cuspidal classes jumps 
from 0 to 1 under quadratic base change. This is a manifestation on 
PGSp(4) of the fact that under quadratic base change for z, certain 
cuspidal L-packets completely vanish and then reappear. (See [3] for this 
phenomenon.) However, part (iv) of the theorem can also yield cases where 
this number can jump from 0 to something positive. We record these in the 
following corollary, but leave it to the reader to work out the numbers. 
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COROLLARY. Let K/k he a quadratic extension, and x = xIC,:k the 
associated character qf k”\A;. Let 7c E A&(K/k) be such that ISK,(n)l = 0. 
Then L(Tc; $) #O und IE(z)l 6 1. 
(i) Zj”s(7c; K/k)= 1, ~SK,(X,~,)~ =2-1(7cKsk)a 1; 
(ii) [fL(n@~, i)=O, /SK,,(n.,,)) =max{l, 2-““‘K’k1P”n.K’k’}> 1. 
Also, in contrast to the odd degree case, it can happen that all cuspidal 
classes vanish under a quadratic base change. Again from (iv) of the 
theorem we may compute the following. 
COROLLARY. Let ICE A;;,(K/k). Then ISK,(7c.,,)/ 3 1 unless L(z, 4) #O, 
L(7c@x,$)#O, M(n)=t(z;K/k)+l, and s(n,K/k)=O, in which case 
ISK,(n,,, )I = 0. 
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